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Abstract Mobile agent data aggregation routing forwards mobile agents in
wireless sensor network to collect and aggregate data. The key objective of
data aggregation routing is to maximise the number of collected data sam-
ples at the same time as minimising network resource consumption and data
collection delay. This paper proposes a mobile agent routing protocol, called
Zone-based Mobile agent Aggregation. This protocol utilises a bottom-up mo-
bile agent migration scheme in which the mobile agents start their journeys
from the centre of the event regions to the sink aiming to reduce the MA
itinerary cost and delay and increase data aggregation routing accuracy. In
addition, the proposed protocol reduces the impact of network architecture,
event source distribution model and/or data heterogeneity on the performance
of data aggregation routing.

Keywords wireless sensor networks · mobile agents · data aggregation ·
itinerary planning.

1 Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an infrastructure comprised of a num-
ber of computing devices that have the ability to sense and report ambient
data. A WSN is deployed in an ad-hoc manner without requiring any specific
infrastructure or centralised control. WSN architecture is generally classified
as either distributed or hierarchical. In the former, there is no specific dis-
tribution topology and sensor nodes are randomly scattered in the sensing
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area, whereas in the latter, sensor nodes are organised in a number of sepa-
rate groups such as clusters [1]. The sensor nodes usually are a set of static,
inexpensive, small and/or tiny electronic devices that communicate through
limited wireless channels. They are highly constrained resources in terms of
energy, computation, communication and storage.

Data aggregation is a technique that collects data samples from different
sources and then combines them using an aggregation function (e.g. Average
and Maximum) to express the result in a summary form for further anal-
ysis [2]. It has the potential to reduce the number/size of transmissions and
consequently decrease the network resource consumption [2]. Data aggregation
needs routing to interconnect source nodes of which data samples are collected
and combined. There are two schemes of data aggregation routing in WSNs:
client-server and mobile agent [3], [4]. Client-server scheme allows the source
nodes to transmit their data to either the sink or intermediate aggregators for
data aggregation. Mobile agent data aggregation routing forwards either a sin-
gle or multiple mobile agent(s) throughout a network to collect and aggregate
data samples from the source nodes.

Zone-based Mobile agent Aggregation (ZMA) is a MA itinerary planning
protocol that dynamically establishes optimal paths to move the MAs across
the network for data aggregation. This protocol decomposes the event regions
into a set of zones that are formed in a Data-Centric (DC) manner. In each
zone, a set of nodes (called Zone Mobile Agent Coordinators) are selected to
start the MA journeys. ZMA limits the MA migration to data regions which
are formed according to the consumer interests. This results in increasing
the number of captured data samples and enhancing the data aggregation
accuracy. In addition, ZMA avoids random/blind MA migration and therefore
reduces the journey delay and energy consumption.

In the remainder of this article, Section 2 outlines a set of MA data aggre-
gation itinerary planning protocols to highlight their advances, features and
techniques. Section 3 describes the ZMA data aggregation routing protocol.
It focuses on the key techniques which are used in ZMA to resolve the exist-
ing drawbacks and enhance the performance of MA data aggregation routing.
Section 4 outlines the experimental plans to test and evaluate the performance
of ZMA. Section 5 tests the performance of ZMA according to five key met-
rics including total consumed energy, total number of captured data samples
(accuracy), average end-to-end delay, MA hop count and total transmitted
traffic which are usually used to test the performance of data aggregation
routing protocols. The results of each parameter are measured and discussed
to evaluate the performance of ZMA in comparison to two selected MA data
aggregation routing protocols. Section 6 discusses the key points of the results
to conclude advantages and disadvantages of the proposed protocol and then
highlights the research issues which need to be addressed as future works.
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2 Related Works

This section introduces a set of well-known MA itinerary planning protocols
[5] have been proposed for data aggregation in WSNs. Global Centre First
(GCF) and Local Closest First (LCF) are two basic MA routing protocols
proposed by [6] that move a single MA into the environmental event region(s)
for data aggregation. GCF routes a single MA to visit the source node which
is the closest to the centre of event region through shortest paths, whereas an
MA is moved in LCF to the closest source node from the current location.
These protocols are comparatively simple to implement and have low com-
putational complexity to route the MA. However, data aggregation cost and
delay increases when network size and/or density rises because the single MA
needs to travel through long paths to visit the source nodes. Moreover, the
performance of LCF and GCF highly depends on the current location of MA
and event sources. For example, the MA would be able to visit the source
nodes in GCF if the centre of event region is known by the sink. Although
this is not critical when the event sources are centralised, reporting the centre
of random distributed event regions to the sink/MA is expensive for WSNs,
especially when the deployed network is large and dense.

Itinerary Energy Minimum for First-source-selection (IEMF) and Itinerary
Energy Minimum Algorithm (IEMA) proposed by [7] establish minimum cost
paths for a single MA to collect and aggregate data. Similar to LCF, the
objective of IEMF is to reduce MA migration cost by selecting the minimum
cost (energy) link among all available ones. IEMF allocates an estimated cost
value to each route that is established to an event region. According to the
cost value, it selects the closest node that resides on the minimum cost link
to migrate. The difference of LCF and IEMF is that LCF selects the closest
node to the current location of MA, whereas IEMF considers the estimated
cost value on each link to select the closest node to migrate. IEMA extends
IEMF by selecting the next visiting source nodes in an iterative manner. Each
available route to the source regions is allocated by a cost value that is updated
iteratively when the cost value of a node is measured. Indeed, IEMA considers
a number of available links to the event regions in an iterative manner to
find out the route in which MA migration cost is minimised. As a result, it
can be perceived that LCF and IEMF are IEMA with zero and one iteration,
respectively.

Near-Optimal Itinerary Design algorithm (NOID) [8] utilises multiple MAs
which independently travel throughout the network to collect and aggregate
data samples. It results in increasing the parallelism degree of data aggre-
gation routing and consequently reducing delay as a number of MAs move
throughout the network in parallel to aggregate data samples. The MA mi-
grations are started from the sink through the routes that are established for
the event regions. NOID allocates a cost value which considers hop count and
residual level of energy to each link. This allows the MAs to select the closest
node residing on the minimum energy consuming link to move. NOID also
considers the amount of collected data at each node to control the MA size.
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As MAs become heavier when a number of sensor nodes are continuously vis-
ited, forwarding MAs without considering their size increases the transmitted
network traffic that results in increasing network resource consumption. For
this reason, NOID monitors the MAs size at each node to avoid forwarding
heavy MAs. It stops the migration and return the MA to the sink if its data
parts become full and/or heavy. However, MA migrations to overlapped areas
and capturing redundant data samples are the drawbacks of NOID. Besides,
the complexity and/or overhead of managing multiple MAs in NOID depends
on the network size.

Tree-Based Itinerary Design (TBID) [9] proposes a data aggregation pro-
tocol in which the MAs move through a number of spanning trees (SPTs) to
collect and aggregate data samples over a zone-based network. Each tree is
rooted in the single-hop neighbourhood of the sink and assigned by a MA for
data aggregation. First, TBID forms a set of concentric zones around the sink.
Radius of each zone is N×R

2 which N is the zone number and R is the max-
imum radio range of node. Then, each node residing in the first zone starts
to establish a spanning tree with the source nodes. To form the tree, source
nodes which reside in the outer zones are incrementally interconnected to the
inner ones using a greedy-like algorithm. The inter-zone links form the tree
trunk, whereas the intra-zone links shape the tree branches. This procedure
is repeated until source nodes in the last zone are reached. At the end, the
MAs start their journeys from the roots to visit all source nodes that reside
on the tree branches. Each MA sweeps all connected nodes to the tree in each
zone and then move to visit next source nodes. The MAs return through the
same infrastructure to the sink to deliver aggregated results. The drawback of
TBID is that SPTs are established in a proactive manner. It increases the net-
work resource consumption in the case of frequent network topology changes.
Moreover, complexity and cost of data aggregation increases when the algo-
rithm is implemented in large WSN as a greater number of SPTs need to be
established.

3 The ZMA Protocol

The Zone-based Mobile Agent (ZMA) approach is a routing protocol which
moves multiple MAs throughout the network for data aggregation. This proto-
col routes the MAs over a zoned network to collect and aggregate sensory data.
The network model, forming the zones and ZMA path planning algorithm are
discussed in next.

3.1 Network Model

The network model consists of three key components: (1) The sink node(s)
is/are data consumer access-point to monitor the network performance. They
have sufficient resources for data storage, communication and/or computation.
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(2) The sensor nodes are responsible for measuring ambient quantities and/or
forwarding the MAs. They may be homogenous or heterogeneous in terms
of having variant levels/units of resources and data. It is assumed that the
nodes are synchronised to manage the message passing and wireless commu-
nications [10]. (3) The event sources generate the environmental data in the
network field. They may be either static or mobile. The sources are scattered
in the network according to either Event-Radius (ER) and Random-Source
(RS) models. The event occurs in a single point of the sensing field in the
former, whereas the event sources are randomly distributed in the latter.

3.2 Forming the Zones

ZMA partitions the network into a set of concentric zones around the sink. It is
started from the sink until all nodes are allocated by a zone number. The zones
are constructed for three reasons: (1) limiting the routing communication to
the bounded regions to reduce overhearing and network resource consumption,
(2) localising the MA migrations to the zones, (3) guiding the MAs to return to
the sink by moving from the outer to the inner zones. It avoids blind/random
walk and/or heuristic migrations for MAs.

The zone forming phase starts when the sink broadcasts a hello message
(version 1) Hellov1. Similar to TBID [9], the messages are broadcasted within
a R

2 radio range to form the zones. The messages form a set of concentric R
2

width zones around the sink. This zone size guarantees the interconnections
between the nodes (with the maximum radio range R) at zone (i) with at least
one node in the outer (i+1 ) and the inner (i-1 ) zones. The header of Hellov1
message maintains a ZNb value to show the zone number. It is initiated to zero
by the sink. Each node receiving the Hellov1, increases the ZNb by one and
then updates the message with the new ZNb value for the next hop. A node
updates its zone number according to the minimum received ZNb value. The
minimum ZNb value shows a minimum hop count path to the sink.

Each node records one of its single-hop neighbours as TS node (To the
Sink) during the zone forming phase. These nodes are responsible for providing
backward paths to the sink. A sender of Hellov1 with minimum ZNb plays TS
role for the receiver node at the next (outer) zone. For this reason, each node
at zone i+1 keeps the ID of the last sender in zone i as TS when its zone
number is updated. The nodes may also record a set of BackUp TS (BUTS )
nodes if they receive multiple zone numbers. These nodes are used when a TS
node fails or is not available. The Hellov1 are re-broadcasted within R

2 radio
range until all nodes get a zone number.

Message conflict may arise if hello messages are frequently and/or simulta-
neously used by a large number of nodes. To resolve this, ZMA allows the nodes
to transmit the received hello messages over a uniform period time of (A, B).
In other words, the received messages are re-broadcasted after a short random
time and not immediately when they are received. This technique (similar to
[11]) decreases the number of sensor nodes that simultaneously access to wire-
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Fig. 1: The maximum number of zones in a M×M network

less channels to broadcast the messages. That is, the sensor nodes wait for a
Ti which is calculated at each node using Equation 1 and then re-broadcast
the hello messages for next hop. Vi is a random value which is selected from
a uniform distribution of time values in the range (A, B). The random time
range is set at each sensor node in advance of network deployment.

Ti = Ri + Vi (1)

Hello message failure during the zone forming phase influences the per-
formance of ZMA as the nodes without the zone numbers cannot properly
forward the MAs. To resolve this, the nodes which miss or lose the hello mes-
sages ask their neighbours to get a zone number. The nodes broadcast a zone
enquiry message after a time period called Zone Time (ZT ). This depends
on the maximum number of the created zones in the network. According to
Figure 1, the maximum number of zones which are created in a M×M m2

network is MaxZ (which equals to d
√
2×M
R e). Hence, the maximum required

time to finish the zone forming procedure can be calculated according to Equa-
tion 2. startT is the network start time, max (Vi) is the maximum value of
the range (A, B) which was explained earlier in Section 3.2, and ComT is
communication delay time that can be measured locally at each node [12].
After ZT, any node which has not already received a zone number broadcasts
a zone enquiry message and then waits for Allowed Hello Loss [13] to receive
the reply. Allowed Hello Loss determines the maximum time that a node needs
to wait before assuming a message failure. According to [14], two seconds for
the Allowed Hello Loss is recommended. The smallest received zone number
is selected, incremented by one and set as zone number. The sender node of
the respected message is recorded as a TS node.

ZT = startT + MaxZ × (ComT + max(Vi)) (2)
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Algorithm 1: Vicinity Discovery Algorithm

Data: Routing Table (RT), Node ID (NID)
Node C:
if Hellov2 message is received then

if ZNb = Zone(C) then
Distance = RSSI (link);
RT ← (NID,Distance,D);

else
Discard (Hellov2);

end

end

3.3 Identifying the ZMAC Nodes

The Zone Mobile Agent Coordinators (ZMACs) are responsible for initiating
the MA migrations at each zone during data aggregation routing. They are
elected using a weighting function similar to Common Election Algorithm
(CEA) [15]. The procedure of ZMAC selection is explained in next.

3.3.1 Vicinity Discovery

Vicinity discovery phase is performed after zone forming in ZMA. Each node
discovers its local vicinity by finding available connections to any neighbour
that has same type data in the same zone. They use hello messages (version 2)
Hellov2 for vicinity discovery. This message has a similar structure to Hellov1,
however its header is slightly different. The message header has an additional
field named data-type that is used to establish data centric intra-zone ties.
When a Hellov2 message is received, a data centric path is recorded from the
receiver to the sender if both the nodes have the same zone number. This
means that a Hellov2 message is discarded if it is received from any node with
different zone number.

Each node measures Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) [16] value
at the arrival of a Hellov2 to estimate its distance to the sender node. RSSI
is measured using the power of sent (PT ) and received (PR) signals according
to Equation 3. A receiver node would be able to measure/estimate its shortest
Euclidean path to a sender node if the RSSI value is maximised. This means
that RSSI value is increased when the sender node is closer as the receiving
signals have greater power. According to Algorithm 1, routing tables are up-
dated with the received Hellov2 messages. The routing tables allow nodes to
find their neighbours ID, available data type and distance (RSSI). To get more
reliable results, it is assumed that a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) model [17] is used by
ZMA for wireless signal propagation and there is no ambient noise affecting
the wireless signals.

RSSI(dB) = 10 log(
PR

PT
) (3)
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3.3.2 Weighting Function

ZMA utilises a weighting function to find the nodes that are more eligible to
become ZMAC at each zone. The weighting function (Equation 4) returns a
weight value for each node according to its connectivity degree (count(i,j)),
residual energy level (EC) and proximity to the event sources (P(i,j)). The
nodes with higher weight value (W(i,j)) have a greater chance to become a
ZMAC. In other words, a node is selected as ZMAC if it has the highest
level of residual energy, the greatest data centric connectivity degree and the
shortest distance to the event source in its single-hop vicinity.

W(i,j) = (count(i,j) × Pi,j)×
EC

ET
(4)

To calculate the weight, count(i,j) and P(i,j) are computed at each node.
First, the collected information from vicinity discovery is classified at each
node based on the measured data types to rank the connectivity degrees in a
Data-Centric (DC) manner. Second, count(i,j) and P(i,j) are calculated based
on the classified DC links in two steps: (1) count(i,j): is the total value of
available links for data type j at node Ni. (2) P(i,j): is the average distance
that shows the proximity of a receiver and sender node with respect to the
type of data measured. It is used to establish short, low-energy links to the
source nodes. That is, the count(i,j) values are ordered at each node according
to the type of data. Then, each node calculates its average distance to the
neighbour source nodes based on the data type. Similar to [18], ZMA utilises
Equation 5 to calculate the average distance to the neighbour source nodes.
In the equation, P(i,j) represents the average RSSI value of the links which are
established based on data type j at node Ni.

P(i,j) = 10
(
∑count(i,j)

k=1
RSSI(i,k)

count(i,j)
×−1

10 )
(5)

3.3.3 ZMAC Selection

The ZMACs are selected using a distributed leader selection algorithm. The
nodes collect the required information for the leader selection procedure from
their local vicinity and then locally select the ZMACs. According to Algorithm
2, the nodes broadcast a new hello message (version 3). Its header has two
additional fields: Di and W(i,j). The first is the sender data type and the
second is the set of the weight values of data types that are measured from the
single-hop vicinity. By this, each receiver node finds the greatest weight value
for each reported data type. The node with the greatest value is selected as
a ZMAC for the respective data type. Otherwise, the receiver node considers
itself as the ZMAC for the zone if none of the neighbour reports a greater
weight value. In the case of having the same weight values, the node with
smaller ID is selected as the ZMAC. The ZMACs wait until receive the sink
queries to migrate the MAs for data aggregation.
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Algorithm 2: ZMAC Selection Algorithm

Data: Routing Table (RT), Node ID (NID)
RT Update at Node C:
if Hellov3 message is received then

if ZNb = Zone(C) then
RT ← (NID,W (i, j), D);

else
Discard (Hellov3);

end

end
ZMAC Selection at Node C:
Weight←Max(RT.W );
if Weight >= W(C) then

SELECT Min(NID) from RT WHERE W = Weight As ZMAC;
else

ZMAC ← C;
end

The ZMACs are selected by ranking the weight values which are collected
during the vicinity phase. This ranked list of nodes shows the most eligible node
which may become the new ZMAC if the current one fails. The next node in the
list has the greatest weight in the same zone (same data type) after the current
ZMAC. In this node failure case, the current ZMAC checks the availability of
a candidate node and then sends a role exchange message if it is available and
has enough energy to start the MA migrations. The new node becomes the
data region ZMAC as soon as receiving the role exchange message from the
failing ZMAC without requiring any additional cost. However, updating the
ranked list according to the network topology change is a drawback which will
be discussed in the next.

3.4 Mobile Agent Routing

ZMA utilises a bottom-up MA migration scheme in which the MAs move from
ZMACs to the sink. ZMA assumes that the sensor nodes are initiated by the
aggregation functions in advance of network deployment. Hence, each ZMAC
which receives the data collection request generates a MA with the requested
aggregation function for data aggregation. The data collection requests are
propagated by the sink throughout the network via direct communications.
The sink adjusts its radio communication range to send a message to a partic-
ular part of the network. Using this approach, only the ZMACs stay on duty
to receive data requests and other ones go to sleep to conserve energy. The
ZMACs which match the sink queries update their MA codes according to the
sink interests and then start to move the MAs.

The structure of MAs in ZMA consists of four components: identification,
data space, code part and itinerary. The identification provides the identity
information of the MA and dispatcher, the data space stores the aggregated
data, the code is the aggregation function and the itinerary provides the MA
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Fig. 2: MA migration chart in ZMA

routing information. The itinerary consists of four fields: next node ID, MP
IDs, visited nodes list, non-visited nodes list (NV List). The next node ID
shows the address of the source node which the MA goes to next. MP IDs are
the list of Meeting Point (MP) nodes referring to the nodes that may be visited
in next migration rounds. The MP nodes have multiple links to the interesting
source nodes. They may be visited again during next MA migrations if any
of their neighbours is missed out. The visited node list consists of the node
addresses which have been visited already, whereas the non-visited is the list
of source nodes that are not visited yet and should be captured in next. Each
non-visited list refers to an MP which has links to the non-visited nodes.
Hence, each MA may return to the MP nodes (of the NV List) which still
have ties to the non-visited nodes.

The MAs collect the first data sample from their respective ZMAC and
then find the next node that has the greatest weight value (W(i,j)) to visit
next. According to Figure 2, the MA considers the routing table at each node
to find the next hop. In the simplest case, the MA may find just one node
in the routing table that matches the sink query. The next node ID is set
to the node ID (NID) and then the MA moves to collect and aggregate the
data. If multiple nodes are found, the MA marks the host node as MP to
return later for further migrations. Then, it selects the node which has the
greatest weight to migrate to. The remaining possible nodes are stored as a
list (NV List) of the MP in the MA itinerary part. According to Figure 2, the
MA migrate to the nodes and removes the IDs from the list one by one when
they are being visited during the journey. The procedure is repeated until the
MA visits a node that has no more links to the source nodes. In this case,
the MA checks its NV list to find if there is any non-visited node. If there is,
the MA returns to the MP of the list using its recorded journey to change the
migration direction to visit the non-visited nodes. Otherwise, the MA prepares
to return the aggregated result to the sink via TS nodes.
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In the case of node failures, ZMA performs a mechanism depending on the
failing node role to update the routing tables. It is assumed that the network
topology is changed in ZMA if the available residual energy level falls below
the required threshold to maintain the minimum connectivity between the
nodes and/or keep the node alive. Unexpected node failures such as hardware
damage and/or node capture attacks are addressed as future work. If the failing
node is a source node, it sets its weight value to zero and then broadcasts a
message to inform its neighbours. The message lets the neighbours know that
the node in their vicinity failed and there is no more link/data to follow. If
the node is an MP, it needs to find another node in its vicinity that has the
ability to minimise the disconnections caused by the failures. This means that
the new MP should have the ability to cover the maximum possible number
of source nodes in the vicinity of the failure. In this case, the failing MP
broadcasts a message called Fail(MP ) to inform its neighbours of the failure.
The message is attached also by a list of the source nodes that need to be
covered in next MA migrations. Each node which receives the message updates
its routing table with the information of failing MP and replies back then if it
has available links to any of the nodes. The reply message is attached by the
list of requested ties (if they are available) and the sender node weight value.
The failing MP selects the node with greatest weight as it has the ability to
cover broadest area (greatest number of non visited nodes) amongst all nodes
that received the failures messages. The new MP begins to play the role as
soon as it receives the confirmation from the failing MP node. If a ZMAC node
is failing, it broadcasts a Fail(ZMAC) message. Each node which receives the
message updates the weight value of the failing ZMAC to zero in its routing
table. Then, the nodes perform Algorithm 2 to select the new ZMAC.

4 Experimental Plan

WSN deployment with numbers of real sensor nodes is expensive for empirical
research as it may need great resource and time. For this reason, simulation
is often used to test and evaluate WSN research algorithms. We have used a
network simulator named OMNET++ [19] to implement and test our exper-
iments. OMNET++ is an open-source, component-based and discrete event
simulation that is used to simulate ZMA routing protocol. This simulator has
a modelling framework called MiXiM [20] for mobile and/or fixed wireless net-
works such as wireless sensor networks. It offers detailed models of radio wave
propagation, interference estimation, radio transceiver power consumption and
wireless MAC protocols (i.e. B-Mac) [21].

The experiments measure five metrics which are usually used in the liter-
ature to evaluate the performance of MA data aggregation routing protocols
[22], [23], [24]: total consumed energy, total number of captured data samples
(accuracy), average end-to-end delay, MA hop count and total transmitted
traffic.
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1. Total consumed energy: represents the total amount of energy that is
consumed for establishing the MA migration infrastructure, routing the
MAs and network deployment and maintenance [22].

2. Total number of captured data samples (accuracy [24]): represents
the number of data samples that are properly collected and reported to the
sink. This parameter is rooted in the routing algorithm’s ability to find data
regions and establish reliable links to forward MAs for data aggregation
and return the aggregated result to the sink.

3. Average data collection end-to-end delay: represents the average
End-To-End delay (ETE) of MAs during the data aggregation procedure.
It is measured as average time since the MAs start to collect data until they
return to the sink and deliver the results [7], [25]. Average ETE influences
data accuracy and freshness [10].

4. Total MA hop count: this is collected in order to measure the routing
protocol ability to establish minimum hop count paths for MA to migrate
[23], [22]. The objective is to reduce the hop count by avoiding random
and/or blind MA migrations. This results in reductions to ETE and net-
work resource consumption.

5. Total transmitted traffic: represents the total amount of transmitted
(sent and received) network traffic during data aggregation routing proce-
dure [26]. Network energy consumption is increased if the network traffic is
increased. Moreover, increasing network traffic results in increased buffer-
ing, wireless channel access and transmission delays.

4.1 Simulation Setup

Three parameters are considered to design the simulation experiments: area
size, node count and data density. These let us to observe the routing protocols
behaviour, scalability and performance according to varying area size, node
count, and data density. The experimental parameters are explained as below:

1. Area size: area size influences the wireless communication type (single or
multi-hop) and consequently the performance of routing. The sensor nodes
usually communicate in single-hop in small networks, whereas they would
need to communicate in multi-hop when the network size is increased.

2. Node count (node density): it focuses on varying the number of network
nodes to test the protocol scalability.

3. Data density: it is defined as the number of desirable source nodes in the
network. This parameter allows us to observe the ability of MA routing
protocol to find and capture interesting data samples when the proportion
of desirable source nodes is varied in the network.

First, the network is deployed with three different area sizes in a two-
dimensional field: small (200×200 m2), medium (400×400 m2) and large (800×800
m2). This allows observation of the protocol’s behaviour and performance in
big, medium and small networks.
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Table 1: The setup simulation parameters

Parameters Simulation Time Repetition Network initialisation time
Range 3600s 300 50s

Parameters Environmental noise Node distribution model Sink location
Range enabled random a single sink in the centre

Parameters Node battery capacity MAC protocool Node radio range
Range 99999 mAh (3.3 V) B-MAC 75 meters

Parameters Node count Area size data density
Range small (16, 32, 64) small (200×200 m2) 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%

medium (64, 128, 256) medium (400×400 m2)
large (256, 512, 1024) large (800×800 m2)

To test protocol scalability, a varying node count is considered for each area
size. Deploying networks with a variable node count lets us observe the pro-
tocol’s behaviour, scalability and performance in sparse and dense networks.
A minimum required number of nodes (CountN ) to deploy a wireless network
is calculated based on equation1 6 [27]. N is the number of nodes, R is the
maximum radio range, O is the overlapping area between nodes radio range,
and M and K are the dimensions of the network field. Accordingly, each net-
work is set up with a minimum number of nodes that is required to provide
a connected network in the area. Then, the node count is increased with re-
spect to the density which is calculated using the Equation 7 [28]. This means
that first the protocols are tested over a small network (200×200 m2) that is
deployed with node count of 16, 32 and 64. The same experiments are then
performed in medium (400×400 m2) and large (800×800 m2) areas with – in
order to produce the similar levels of node density – 64, 128, 256 and 256, 512,
1024 nodes, respectively.

CountN =

⌈
0.5× (M ×K)

(R− (0.5×O))2

⌉
(6)

Last, each experiment features one of four proportions of source nodes
which have interesting data samples to report. Each node count in each area
size is allocated with four different data densities (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%)
that need to be collected/reported. This would result in evaluating the perfor-
mance of routing protocols to find, collect and aggregate the random scattered
data samples in the network. The setup simulation parameters are shown in
Table 1

Density =
N

M ×K
(7)

1 To find out the number of uniformly positioned (grid) nodes to fully cover a 2D area,
factor 0.3125 should change to 0.5 in this equation. The original equation (with factor 0.3125)
does not consider the uncovered area which is formed among each four sensor nodes that
are placed in a 2× 2 grid. Owing to this, factor 0.5 should be used as one node is required
to fill the uncovered area for each four nodes.
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5 Results and Discussions

This section evaluates the performance of ZMA, NOID [8] and TBID [9] ac-
cording to the routing performance parameters that were chosen.

5.1 Total Energy Consumption

ZMA reduces the energy consumption as compared to NOID and TBID when
network node count increases. In addition, it outperforms the benchmark pro-
tocols when data density increases, especially in dense networks. This stems
from two key reasons:

1. Limiting communications: ZMA limits the routing communications into
the data regions. This means that the nodes communicate to each other if
they belong to the same zone and/or have data samples which match the
MA requirements. Otherwise, the nodes leave the communication and go
to sleep to save energy.

2. DC MA migration: the MAs are routed through data centric paths to the
nodes that have the greatest connectivity to the interesting source nodes. In
addition, ZMA localises the MA migrations into the data regions to avoid
blind and/or random migrations. This means that MAs move at each data
region only if an interesting data sample is waiting to be collected. This
results in reduction of MA migration hop count and consequently energy
consumption.

According to Figure 3, ZMA has a better performance in terms of energy
conservation when it is used in a small area such as 200×200 m2. This is
because the cost of zone forming is reduced when the deployed network is
small. However, energy efficiency of ZMA is reduced as compared to NOID
and TBID when the area size increases. This is because of ZMA’s capability
to find and capture a greater number of desirable data samples in the network.

5.2 Total Number of Captured Data Samples (Accuracy)

ZMA outperforms both the benchmark protocols in terms of accuracy. This
means that the MAs in ZMA have the ability to find source nodes and deliver
captured data samples to the sink in either sparse or dense networks. According
to Figure 4, TBID and NOID are not efficient to find and capture desirable
data samples when the network is sparse or data density is low. The accuracy
of the benchmark protocols is highly dependent on the node count and/or data
density in the network. The reason is that the MAs are not informed by the
intermediate nodes about the location of source nodes at which to gather data
samples.

The accuracy of ZMA is better than TBID and NOID as the area increases.
This is for three reasons:
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Fig. 3: Energy consumption of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

(c) large area (800×800)m2

1. Forming data regions: ZMA has the ability to discover and form the
event regions for the MAs to migrate. The MA migration areas are formed
in a DC manner by the sensor nodes that have interesting data to report.
It would result in interconnecting the source nodes for the MAs to move
and visit. Hence, the MAs would be able to visit a number of source nodes
which are connected through single or multi-hop DC links if one of them
is visited.

2. Bottom-up MA migration: ZMA utilises a bottom-up scheme for MA
migration. This means that the MA migrations are started from the centre
of the event regions (ZMACs) that are surrounded by the desirable source
nodes. Each MA migration is an opportunity to capture one new data
sample as it starts from a ZMAC node that is close to the centre of an
event region and has short links to desirable source nodes.

3. Maintaining the list of non-visited source nodes: ZMA records the
address of visited and non-visited nodes to avoid looping and to visit the
missed source nodes. Using the list, the MAs may return to MP nodes
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Fig. 4: Accuracy of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

(c) large area (800×800)m2

which have links to the non-visited source nodes if any source node is
missed to visit.

According to Figure 4a, it is observed that the accuracy of TBID and NOID
is better than ZMA in a dense network with a high number of source nodes
in a small area. In this case, a smaller number of the event regions is formed
in ZMA, resulting in a small number of MAs for data collection. On the other
hand, a greater number of MAs is generated in NOID and TBID because of an
increased number of source nodes which are able to communicate directly with
the sink or its single-hop neighbours in a small area. Increasing the number
of MAs and/or the node count (which leads to increased interconnectivity
between the source nodes) increases the probability of finding and capturing
desirable data and consequently improves the accuracy in TBID and NOID
over ZMA in a dense network in a small area.
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5.3 Average Data Collection End-to-End Delay

ZMA reduces the average ETE as compared to NOID and TBID, especially
when the node count increases. These are three reasons for the reduction of
end-to-end delay in ZMA:

1. Avoiding blind and/or random MA migrations: ZMA moves the
MAs via the paths that are established according to a weighting function
focusing on DC connectivity degree and distance to the event sources. By
this, the MAs avoid unnecessary, blind and/or random migrations to find
the location of event regions. This results in decreased path hop count and
ETE.

2. Increasing parallelism degree: ZMA reduces ETE compared to TBID
due to a higher degree of data aggregation parallelism from using a greater
number of MAs at data regions. The MAs are initialised at ZMACs and
move in parallel throughout the network to collect and aggregate data.
This reduces ETE in ZMA.

3. Hybrid routing: ZMA utilises a hybrid routing scheme in which MAs
move via proactively created links at each data region and then reactively
establish routes to the sink. Owing to this, ETE is reduced using ZMA as
compared to when only reactive routing is used.

According to Figure 5, ZMA has increased average ETE when the network
is large and sparse. This is because ZMA has the ability to collect and aggre-
gate a greater number of data samples comparing to the benchmark protocols
(especially TBID) in sparse networks (see Figure 4).

5.4 Total MA Hop Count

ZMA reduces the MA hop count as compared to the benchmark protocols
when the node count increases. This is because of the ability of ZMA to avoid
blind/random migrations and establish shortest paths to forward the MAs.

According to Figure 6, the MA hop count in ZMA is increased in compar-
ison to the benchmark protocols, when the network is sparse. This is because
ZMA can find and capture a greater number of source nodes compared to the
benchmark protocols (Figure 4).

5.5 Total Transmitted Traffic

As Figure 7 shows, ZMA reduces the total transmitted traffic as compared to
the benchmark protocols when the node count increases. The reason is that
ZMA localises the network transmissions into the network zone and/or data
regions. For example, control packets are transmitted (in multicast) between
the nodes which reside in the same zone instead of any node which resides in
the radio range of the sender node (broadcast).
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Fig. 5: End-to-end delay of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

(c) large area (800×800)m2

6 Conclusion and Future Works

ZMA performs well compared to NOID and TBID in terms of energy, accu-
racy and delay especially when the area size and the node count increase. It
forwards the MAs to find, capture and aggregate desirable data samples from
the source nodes which may be scattered in ER or RS model. ZMA has an
overall satisfactory performance and satisfies its objectives for the following
reasons:(1) Reduces routing overhearing: ZMA localises the MA routing com-
munications into restricted data regions which are dynamically formed in a DC
manner. This allows the sensor nodes to collect the required routing informa-
tion locally (in multi-cast or unicast) to forward the MAs at each data region.
This reduces the communication overhearing. (2) DC MA routing: ZMA avoids
blind/random MA migrations and establishes only the paths which guide the
MAs to the desirable source nodes. The paths are established in a data centric
form and the MAs move through if a desirable source node needs to be visited.
(3) Bottom-up MA migration: the MA journeys start to collect and aggregate
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Fig. 6: Hop counts of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

(c) large area (800×800)m2

data samples from the ZMACs residing in the centre of event regions. ZMACs
have the maximum connectivity degree with the desirable source nodes at each
data region. (4) Forms data regions: ZMA forms a set of data regions by inter-
connecting the source nodes which have interesting data according to the sink
queries. This limits the MA route search domain to the nodes which match
the sink interests and are interconnected through DC links at each region.

In future, the correlations between energy, accuracy and delay need to be
investigated. These correlations can form a triangle which influences the perfor-
mance of data aggregation routing. (1) Consumed energy can be (positively)
correlated with end-to-end delay as energy saving may result in increasing
ETE. (2) Energy consumption may be increased if accuracy is increased. This
is because of the increased number of data samples which are forwarded to
the sink using MAs. (3) The performance of data aggregation routing pro-
tocols would not be efficiently evaluated if only ETE is considered. ETE is
measured according to the received time of MAs at the sink. Hence, a routing
protocol may have a lower ETE if only a few number of data samples (using
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Fig. 7: Transmitted network traffic of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

(c) large area (800×800)m2

MAs) are delivered to the sink. For this reason, the performance of data ag-
gregation routing protocols needs to be evaluated according to the correlation
between ETE and accuracy in which the protocols ability to minimise ETE
while maximising accuracy is examined.

The performance of ZMA needs to be extended by considering unexpected
node failures during the data aggregation procedure. As nodes fail suddenly,
there is no way to inform the neighbour nodes in advance of the failure. Besides,
wireless sensor nodes usually utilise a connection-less model of communication
to transmit the network packets. Hence, a sender node never knows about a
failure in its neighbourhood as no acknowledgement message is supposed to be
received. Occasional routing infrastructure reconstruction can be a potential
solution to deal with unexpected node failures. The sink asks the sensor node
to reconstruct the routing infrastructure (i.e. data regions) at a set of specific
periods.

Further research to remove the existing limitations of ZMA may be sub-
jected to different results and contributions. ZMA assumptions such as LOS
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model of signal propagation, noise-free environment and synchronised nodes
are feasible for empirical scenarios. However, ZMA needs to be extended in
order to fit real applications in which NLOS signal propagation model is used
and the network is deployed in urban areas. The structure of ZMA might be
slightly modified to address these changes.
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